
This morning’s exercise 
 
The sticky buds are bursting, leaves unfurling and the candles, green as yet, 
stretching up to the canopy.   Beneath the tree, rustled by the breeze, cow 
parsley grows and white dead nettle attracts early bees. Beside, the late 
blooming sloe, promising autumn bounty in abundance, plays host to a Robin.  
The first steps of this springtime walk are filled with eye-filling, ear-enchanting 
senses, balm for the soul. 
The sky, cloud filled, is yet pierced with promising blue, and sunlight peers 
through rough edges to stream down to the earth; tiny patches of gold, touch 
tussock or tree somewhere in the far distance.  
Mirror glass water reflects the marina yachts, perfect image above and beneath 
an invisible line, until shimmered by the passage of ducks, smoothly gliding.  
Distant people tread purposefully onward, ear-phoned and engaged, dog-
walking steadily or run towards some imagined finishing line. A wave tells me of 
a lonely soul who would love to chat; upturned collar and downcast eyes inform 
me, determined avoider. 
This is my exercise today, my quick burst of freedom, air freshly cold after 
coddling warmth of home. This is my intoxicating inhalation of spring, a season 
nearly missed.  And, as I go, my phone records the sky, the sloe, the reflection, 
the opening buds, adding images to other images of other walks, of dawn and 
sunset, seldom solitary, often shared – to add to an album of memories.   
These I dip into, to refresh, recall, remind, to send, to share – to be together in 
my mind.  
Each precious picture is held before my eye, of flower and bud, of sea and sky. 
Memories, senses, creation’s God revealing, refreshing a thirsty soul. 
Each image with its thousand words of praise and thanksgiving, unuttered, 
unvoiced the wave upon wave of joy and peace, of escape from here and now, 
not just to there and then, but to joy in his world, gifted to me, to unfettered 
freedom of His company. All contained in photos. All contained in every image 
concealed in heart and mind, all held in his love for eternity as he holds me.  
 
 
 
 
 



Lord, pour over me the blessing of your love, that I might see in all things the 
beauty of your presence, in the infinite joy you take in all the minutiae of each 
life. Grant that I may never take for granted the smile of a friend, the word of a 
child, the patience of a stranger. Grant that I may ever see in smile, word and 
patience the evidence of your love. And bless me with the heart to love, as you 
would have me love, this creation of yours and its people. 
 
Hold in your loving arms the suffering people of our community, our country 
and our world. Sustain us with the power of hope. Keep alight the flame of faith, 
Comfort us with your presence, seen in the kindness of others, the beauty of 
creation and the power of self-sacrificing love. Encourage us in the support and 
in the acknowledgement of the great courage of those in the NHS who are 
serving so valiantly in the battle against COVID 19. Bless them and all who serve 
us in so many ways with your strength and peace. 
 
Draw near us Lord that we might be at peace in the knowledge of your love. 
Amen. 
 
 
 
 


